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The new life of work is 
about building relationships. 
With intuitive performance, 
infinite design expression and 
a fluid, modular collection of 
layered furniture and screens, 
Coalesse Ensemble Lounge 
System creates new gathering 
places that work, beautifully.

Creating the new 
gathering place.



Intuitive performance is in the 
details. From refined mechanisms 
for adjusting posture to proximity 
to power and screens for privacy, 
every feature in Coalesse Ensemble 
has been engineered to support the 
body simply and effortlessly.

Gathering that works.

An ingenious performance back and a deceptively simple pull strap create continuous adjustable postures, 
ensuring the most optimal, comfortable interactions between furniture and body.

Integrated power modules can be built in to in -line 
tables and containers, or positioned anywhere along the 
front of the lounge components.



Infinite expression draws from 
nature. Endless combinations of 
color, material and organic shapes 
create oases that naturally bring 
people together. Design cues 
from winding rivers and rolling 
hills inspire landscapes of varied 
length and height, with rounded 
silhouettes that turn corners softly 
and break the typical furniture 
grid with friendly fluidity.

Designed for gathering.

 Fabric and finish choices allow color and 
texture to bring the furniture to life with rich personality.



 Ensemble applications pair with Coalesse Lagunitas 26” 
high Work Tables and Lagunitas Personal Tables.

 Freestanding screens with removable, zippered sleeves allow for easy 
assembly and disassembly —  enabling future reconfigurability and reuse.

 Universal building blocks can be assembled in countless 
ways and complement many other furniture styles.

Universal modularity lets all 
the pieces fit together. Seat, 
table and planter modules on an
easy-to-scale rail system along 
with companion screens allow for 
flexible configurations that can 
grow and change frictionlessly 
over time. Choose the pieces that 
fit your needs.

Gathering your way.



Ensemble means together. 
All from one system, you can 
choose any imaginable set of 
components, combinations 
and configurations to bring 
together gathering places 
that work, beautifully.

Meet the ingredients. Lounges
Performance, single seat, corner, chaise and two-seat  
lounge components can mix and match to create 
endless configurations on an easy-to-scale rail system.

Planters, Tables and Power
1-or 2-insert planters, and square or rectangular in-line
tables, can be placed between lounge pieces or at the
end of runs with optional power modules.

Armrests
Lounges are available 
with or without arms 
at the end of runs.

Screens
Available in straight, corner or 
J shapes, in low, medium and 
high heights.
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A Performance back. With the pull of the strap, the performance seat can move 
forward and stop anywhere along the way, up to a 4-inch, 12-degree movement.

B Upholstered armrest. Can be specified in end positions only, attached to a 
lounge component.

C Wood leg. Available in solid oak with adjustable glides.
D Metal leg. Available in painted finishes with adjustable glides.
E Lounge contrasting fabrics. Backs and seats or individual lounge 

components can match or contrast.
F Connector kit. Universal connectors gang together individual lounges, 

lounge to table, and lounge to planter units on the easy-to-scale rail system.
G Lounge power. Positioned anywhere along rail beneath lounge with 

1- or 2-PWR + USB-A/C.
H Table power. Positioned 7.5” from the edge of the table with 1-PWR + USB-A/C.
I Screen bases. Available in painted finishes. Standalone base shown here.
J Nesting screen base. Allows any two screens to nest together. 

Base halves do not attach to one another.
K Screen contrasting fabrics. Screen panels can match or contrast.
L Zipper panels. Freestanding screens that have zippers allowing for easy 

assembly and disassembly, enabling future reconfigurability and reuse.

 
Lounges
A Standalone 1-Seat 

Performance Lounge
B Standalone 1-Seat Fixed
C Standalone 2-Seat Lounge
D Standalone 2-Seat Chaise
E Modular 1-Seat Corner 

Lounge
F Backless Bench
G End Armrest
H Connector Kit
I Lounch Power Module
J Planter
K In-line Rectangular Table
L In-line Square Table

Product Features Details
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Screens
M Low Straight Screen
N Medium Straight Screen
O Low Corner Screen
P Medium Corner Screen
Q Low J Screen
R Medium J Screen
S High J Screen
T Nesting Base
U Standalone Base


